The Great Room - hosted by Andy Haldane & Julia George

11:00  Arrival - Join us for registration and networking
       Benjamin Franklin

12:00  Welcome - Featuring Mya-Rose Craig
       The Great Room

12:15  How to release the potential of the creative industries
       Katy Shaw FRSA, Director, AHRC Creative Communities;
       Darren Henley FRSA, Chief Executive, Arts Council England; and
       Shanaz Gulzar, Creative Director, Bradford 2025, UK City of Culture
       The Great Room

13:25 - 14:25  Lunch (served in The Vaults)

13:50  Behind the scenes of BBC Wild Isles
       With series producer, film-maker Hilary Jeffkins
       The Great Room

14:30  Nature game changers
       - 14:30 Henry Dimbleby, food systems reformer and author, Ravenous
       - 15:00 Tanya Steele, Chief Executive, WWF-UK and
       - Charlie Beattie, People’s Assembly for Nature
       - 15:30 Sir Partha Dasgupta, author of The Economics of Biodiversity: The Dasgupta Review
       The Great Room

16:05  Unlocking the potential of the creative sector
       Rt Hon Lucy Frazer MP, Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport
       The Great Room

16:45  How to regenerate the economy
       Shevaun Haviland, Director-General, British Chambers of Commerce; Sebastian Payne FRSA, Director, Onward; and
       Jo Swinson FRSA, Director, Partners for a New Economy
       The Great Room

17:30  How to change the climate story
       Rebecca Solnit, author, climate activist and editor, Not too late
       The Great Room

18:00  Andy Haldane to close

18:05 - 19:30  Drinks (served in The Vaults)
Durham Street Auditorium – hosted by Martin Wright

11:00 **Arrival** - Join us for registration, networking and refreshments  
Benjamin Franklin

12:15 **Welcome** from Martin Wright  
The DSA

12:25 **Fellows talks session one**  
Chidi Oti Obihara | Cop 28 Climate Action Plan  
The DSA

13:25 - 14:25 **Lunch (served in The Vaults)**

13:50 **Livestream from Great Room:**
*Behind the scenes of BBC Wild Isles*  
With series producer, film-maker Hilary Jeffkins  
The DSA

14:30 **Fellows talks session two**  
The DSA
*Stephen Oram | In Pursuit of Consensual Futures*
*Anna Woolf | Creative Health*
*Meena Wood | Education Transformed, Enabling All To Achieve*
*Rachel Drapper | Let’s talk dirty… dishes. Chores, the mental load and why sharing them matters.*

15:35 **Livestream from Great Room – Sir Partha Dasgupta**  
The DSA

16:05 **Livestream from Great Room – Lucy Frazer**  
The DSA

16:45 **Fellows talks session three**  
The DSA
*Malini Mehra*
*Charlie Hertzog Young*

17:30 **Livestream from Great Room – Rebecca Solnit**  
The DSA

18:00 **Livestream from Great Room – Andy Haldane to close**  
The DSA

18:05 - 19:30 **Drinks (served in The Vaults)**
Attending a workshop is on a first come first served basis.
The workshops last 45 minutes but are repeated at least once throughout the day.

**Session one | 12:25 - 13:10**
**The impact we seek to have | Tavern Room**
Explore our outcomes framework for regenerative impact

**Unlocking the potential of global Fellowship | Prince Philip Room**
Explore how our Fellowship and global reach is contributing to a regenerative world

**A safari through our interventions | Queen Elizabeth II Room**
Explore six different interventions The RSA has been working on, from building capabilities, to growing hubs, to developing infrastructure towards a regenerative world

**Session two | 14:30 - 15:15**
**The impact we seek to have | Tavern Room**
Explore our outcomes framework for regenerative impact

**The assets we are harnessing | Prince Philip Room**
Explore how we’re making the most of our platform, channels and RSA House to regenerate our world

**A safari through our interventions | Queen Elizabeth II Room**
Explore six different interventions The RSA has been working on, from building capabilities, to growing hubs, to developing infrastructure towards a regenerative world

**Session three | 16:45 - 17:30**
**Unlocking the potential of global Fellowship | Tavern Room**
Explore how our Fellowship and global reach is contributing to a regenerative world

**The assets we are harnessing | Prince Philip Room**
Explore how we’re making the most of our platform, channels and RSA House to regenerate our world

**A safari through our interventions | Queen Elizabeth II Room**
Explore six different interventions The RSA has been working on, from building capabilities, to growing hubs, to developing infrastructure towards a regenerative world
Network and learn | Throughout the House
Make the most of the RSA House to catch up with other Fellows, learn more about the House and watch Festival activities.
Watch the Great Room sessions from The Steps, with additional space to speak with others. Find out more about Fellows membership from the team in the Dr Cross Room. The RSA team can be found throughout the House with information about the day and more detail about the work we do.

Benjamin Franklin Room
Throughout the day refreshments will be served alongside space to network, speak to our teams and share your ideas. Attendees are also invited to map initiatives they are aware of that are regenerating, replenishing and restoring our economic, social and environmental systems.

The RSA Library
The library will be open throughout the day with over 6,000 books and journals. Our librarian will be on hand to answer your questions about library membership. Our archive team will also be sharing exhibits from the history of the RSA, that have shaped our past and will influence our future work.

Long Gallery
At 14:00 our Historian in Residence Anton Howes, will be sharing fascinating insights on some of the historic achievements of RSA Fellowship over the years. This session will last approximately 20-30 minutes.

Tindale Room
This room will be set aside as the multi-faith prayer room for the day.

Vikki Heywood Room
This room will be the dedicated quiet space should you want to come and take a break from the festival activities at any point.

The Coffee House
Our Coffee House will be open all day as a place to connect with others. Refreshments will be available to purchase throughout the day.

Art of the Journal exhibit | Prince Philip Room
Many of the articles in the Journal are illustrated by original pieces of artwork. Take a look at an exhibit of some recent pieces of Journal artwork including pieces created by artists such as Kyle Bean and Helen Friel. The exhibition can be accessed during breaks between workshop sessions.